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Hi-Fi quality sound without 
the big black boxes!

With the advent of home networks, 
music can be played from a computer 
or hard drive, from online streaming 
services or from many thousands of 
internet radio stations from around the 
world.  But to play back all of these 
different music sources in true hi-fi 
quality, usually means connecting up 

many different boxes which each do 
a different job – a streamer, a DAC, a 
radio, an amplifier, and many more…

Minx Xi removes the need for many 
different boxes – it is a compact, all-
in-one music system that offers true 
hi-fi sound quality.  Based on our award 
winning Stream Magic platform, Minx Xi 

will connect to your home network and 
play all of your digital music, wherever 
it may be, and also features a powerful 
built-in amplifier.  Just add speakers!

We only use pure audiophile 
components, including high-performance 
toroidal transformers, which is why Minx 
Xi is a complete, all-in-one hi fi system!

The inside story
Superb WIRELESS  
connectivity
Minx Xi handles just about any format 

of music, from many different sources.  

It will wirelessly stream music from a 

network or hard drive via UPnP, or from 

smartphones and tablets via a high 

quality Bluetooth connection. Playback 

includes lossless files such as ALAC, 

FLAC, AIFF or WAV, all up to stunning 

24-bit/96kHz studio quality.

Minx Xi’s streaming capabilities also 

include over 20,000 internet radio 

stations and built-in streaming service  

support (BBC iPlayer Radio, Rhapsody 

and Pandora among many others).

Superb WIRED  
connectivity
Minx Xi is wonderful at wireless audio, 

but it’s also got plenty of sockets too. 

Multiple audio inputs include; 

• 2 x local USB media inputs

•  2 x digital inputs  

(S/PDIF and Toslink)

• 2 x analogue RCA inputs

• 1 x 3.5mm analogue MP3 input

There’s even a dedicated subwoofer 

output, making Minx Xi an ideal centre 

to an entertainment system.

Superior Audio
The Class AB amplifier, oversized 

toroidal power supply and Wolfson 

WM8728 digital-analogue converter 

are audiophile components commonly 

found in high-end products – as is the 

external clocking we use to reduce 

jitter in digital audio transmission.   

Minx Xi outputs 40 watts per channel 

(8 ohms), so the end result is room-

filling power and stunning detail drawn 

from all sources. Wherever your music 

comes from, Minx Xi will make it sound 

wonderful!
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Network music – Using its wired or wireless network 

connection, Minx Xi can play back music stored on 

a computer or network storage device.  Using UPnP 

(Universal Plug and Play), the simplest way of sharing files, 

it locates instantly and plays back virtually any music file wherever 

it’s stored – e.g. notebook, PC, Mac or NAS hard drive.  Playback 

includes lossless files such as ALAC, FLAC, AIFF or WAV, all up to 

stunning 24-bit/96kHz quality.

Bluetooth – with the supplied BT100 Bluetooth receiver, 

you can wirelessly stream music direct from any Bluetooth 

enabled device (iPhone, iPad, smart phone laptop, 

Macbook) to Minx Xi. This added functionality allows users 

to browse and control the endless content these devices offer from 

the comfort of a chair.

As well as the Standard Bluetooth Codec (SBC), Minx Xi also supports 

the higher quality Bluetooth system, aptX, which is supported by more 

and more devices and sounds even better, meaning you can get the 

best possible results from your Bluetooth device.

Internet radio and streaming services – Tune in to over 

20,000 internet radio stations and built-in streaming 

services (BBC iPlayer Radio, Rhapsody and Pandora among 

many others).

Toroidal vs EI transformers
We strive for audio perfection which is why Minx Xi features a 

powerful toroidal transformer. Cambridge Audio was one of the 

first manufacturers to use toroidal transformers in the 1970s, 

and we continue to use them today. Some of the benefits of a 

toroidal transformer, over the cheaper, inferior EI transformers 

used by most other manufacturers are:

High quality power output to the amplification circuits, with no 

clipping of the waveform signal, to provide a consistent signal

No transformer noise, buzz or hum

Sensational bass performance

High power output, to allow large and demanding speakers 

to be driven at high volumes

Large power reserves, to allow the transformer to deliver 

high peaks of volume when required

Fully shielded against internal and external electrical 

interference, to maintain quality of power and signal

A typical cheaper El 
transformer:

Weak inconsistent signal

No shielding

Noisy

Won’t drive powerful and 

demanding speakers

Speaker outputs

Wireless antenna

BT100 input

Rear USB 
media input

Subwoofer output

Play music   from any phone, tablet, 
computer or  hard drive...
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All metal design
Electronics (and therefore sound quality) are particularly 

susceptible to vibration; that’s why we’ve used a low resonance, 

acoustically-dampened metal chassis to eliminate as much 

vibration as possible, ensuring that the most sound quality is 

extracted from every source.

Maximise streaming 
services and Apps
Bring Minx Xi’s stunning, superior audio quality to all your apps 

and streaming services via your smartphone, tablet or computer. 

Instantly and easily listen to popular services such as Last.fm, 

Spotify or BBC iPlayer Radio played back  

in stunning quality through Minx Xi’s  

Bluetooth connection.

Flexible control!
You can use the remote control or the buttons 

on the front panel, but the best way is to use our 

Stream Magic app.  This is available for Apple iOS 

devices and also for Android devices.  This allows 

you to fully control Minx Xi from the comfort of 

your armchair including volume control and get 

extra features such as album art for the best 

possible user experience.

“Most of my music lives in the digital domain. I use Spotify on 

my iPhone most of the time but like to playback higher quality 

music from the home network when I’ve got 

time to listen to an album properly. I also like 

to make my TV sound better and the brilliant 

thing about Minx Xi is that I can do all of this 

from just one box. It’s easy for anyone to use 

and looks superb too.” 

Peter, Chief Operating Officer

I love it because…

USB media - 2 x local USB media inputs allow you to play 

music files stored on USB hard drives or memory sticks.

Wired connections – in addition to its wireless capabilities, 

Minx Xi also features;

• 2 x digital inputs (S/PDIF and Toslink) for set-top boxes, 

consoles, Blu-ray players and more

• 2 x analogue RCA inputs for CD players and other devices

• 1 x 3.5mm analogue MP3 input

There’s even a dedicated subwoofer output, making Minx Xi 

the heart of a 2.1 hi-fi system.

Minx Xi’s speaker terminals can also 
be removed to allow the use of speaker 
cable terminated with banana plugs.

BT100 input

Subwoofer output

Ethernet connection

Analogue 
audio 
inputs

Digital 
audio 
inputs

Play music   from any phone, tablet, 
computer or  hard drive...

With its stylish, modern design Minx Xi is an attractive yet 
subtle addition to any home and is available in beautiful 
gloss white or gloss black finishes.

Did you know?

TOP TIP
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The hub of music: No need to buy different devices 

for playback and amplification.  With Minx Xi’s 

powerful 40 watts per channel Class AB amplifier, 

you just need to add speakers!

Network and USB music: – Using its wired or 

wireless network connection, Minx Xi can play back 

music stored on a computer or network storage 

device, or from connected USB hard drives.

Lossless studio quality audio: Playback includes 

lossless files such as ALAC, FLAC, AIFF or WAV, all 

up to stunning 24-bit/96kHz quality.

Bluetooth connectivity: With the suplied BT100 

Bluetooth receiver, you can wirelessly stream music 

direct from any Bluetooth enabled device (iPhone, 

iPad, smart phone, laptop) to Minx Xi. 

Internet radio and streaming services: Tune in 

to over 20,000 internet radio stations and built-in 

streaming services (BBC iPlayer Radio, Rhapsody 

and Pandora among many others).

Premium components: The Class AB amplifier, 

oversized toroidal power supply and Wolfson 

WM8728 digital-analogue converter are audiophile 

components commonly found in high-end products 

costing far more.

Great connectivity: With so many different wireless, 

analogue and digital inputs, it’s almost impossible 

to run out. You can connect all of your equipment 

including Blu-ray, set top box, TV, games consoles, 

MP3 players and more…

Fantastic control: Control Minx Xi easily, using the 

supplied remote control, from the front panel or with 

the free Stream Magic app available for Apple and 

Android devices.

Maximise streaming services and Apps: Bring Minx 

Xi’s stunning, superior audio quality to all your apps 

and streaming services via your smartphone, tablet 

or computer. Instantly and easily listen to popular 

services such as Last.fm, Spotify or BBC iPlayer 

Radio played back in stunning quality through Minx 

Xi’s Bluetooth connection.

Gaming and films: If you play games or watch 

films on your laptop, phone or tablet, you’ll know 

how lousy the sound can be. But now you can 

send the audio over to Minx Xi and hear all the 

bangs, crashes and effects in the most amazing 

detail!

Full Metal Jacket: all the above points would 

mean nothing if Minx Xi were not built to last! 

Minx Xi is designed to keep on performing. From 

the all-metal casework and ultra rigid chassis, to 

the high-quality, high-power toroidal transformer, 

every component in Minx Xi is designed to give 

many years of listening pleasure.

Top reasons to buy Minx Xi
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Minx Xi delivers exceptional quality audio from many different sources... here are 
11 reasons to choose Minx Xi other systems
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The latest iOS version of the Stream 
Magic app now supports wireless 
music playback from your iPad, 

iPhone or iPod 
touch, through 
Minx Xi.

Did you know?

Why not add?

The Minx XL speakers are designed from the ground up by our 
engineers in London and are the perfect match for the Minx Xi.

Minx XL speakers offer immense hi-fi performance at a 
ridiculously reasonable price, so no matter what you’re 
streaming, you’ll be sure to hear every single detail from all 
your favourite music. 

That stunning sound quality also comes in a surprisingly small 
package, available in gloss black or white lacquer, making 
these compact speakers ideal where space is an issue.


